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Foreword
Cross-Government Guidance for the Return to the Office
Government's guidance on working safely during COVID-19, updated on 14 July 2021, replaces much of the mandated
mitigations with a requirement on employers to consider those measures which may be necessary to ensure their
employees can remain safe in the workplace. As a result, employer risk assessments are being updated in response to the
removal of the work from home order in England (restrictions are being amended in different ways and to different
deadlines in other nations of the UK).
This Return to the Office product has always sought to support a common approach to the way departments respond to
the government guidance and will continue to do so. It should be seen now as a companion product to the guidance and
tools shared as part of Smarter Working in a Modern Civil Service circulated since May this year.
As the responsibility for ensuring appropriate mitigations has moved from mandated instruction to employer assessment,
we have restructured this guidance to better reflect the need for a common framework to aid decision-making, supported
by more detailed sections covering the different responses employers may choose to implement.
We would like to acknowledge the continuing support and contribution from colleagues across departments in the
reviewing and updating of this guidance. Their knowledge, experience and expertise has been, and remains, invaluable.
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The context for this guidance
This guidance derives from
HM Government policy and
guidance

It should be read in
conjunction with CSHR
policy & guidance

… and is supported by
products and templates
where appropriate.

Property Risk assessments before increasing occupancy

Employer Risk assessments before increasing occupancy

Departments will supplement
this guidance for non-office
settings

Beyond the general office estate,
Departments will provide
guidance to cover their specific
business needs

E.g.
Jobcentres
Service centres
Prisons

Incident framework - for
responding to cases

Courts
Military portfolio
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Introduction
Cross-Government Guidance for the Return to the Office
PURPOSE:
To provide guidance to help ensure that the right measures and adjustments have been considered by Government departments
before increasing the number of employees using the office portfolio. Guidance does not seek to determine the operational
approach for each department or absolve employers of their own legal responsibilities; rather to act as assurance that the
appropriate considerations have been made to enable compliance with Government guidance on managing the risk of COVID-19.
APPROACH:
Guidance has been developed by a cross-Government “Return to the Office” team, sponsored by the Chief Operating Officers’
Network and supported by departments and functions across central government, including Cabinet Office, BEIS, DEFRA, DWP,
CSHR, Government Security Group, Crown Commercial Service, Home Office, DfE & MOD. They are intended to build best practice
and consistency for the government’s office portfolio and are informed by both public and private sector experience and the
UK-wide guidance published by BEIS. All guidance is consistent with the latest published Public Health advice and will be held under
constant review as the United Kingdom’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic evolves.
BEST PRACTICE:
The experiences of private partners operating globally have been sought, learning from activities undertaken in countries that have
begun their return to the office. Civil Service departments that have continued to provide front-line services have also shared their
guidance, lessons learnt and experience.
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A framework for ensuring a safe return
Comfort &
Safety

Has the building been appropriately
maintained?
❏

❏

Have all statutory maintenance
actions been taken, or are they
appropriately scheduled, to allow
for safe increase in occupation?
Is there a cleaning regime in place?

Service &
Security

Are operational services working at
the necessary level?
❏

❏

Have delivery partners scaled up
services in advance of an increase
in occupation: operational security,
reception, cleaning & catering?
Are sufficient supplies available on
site?

Ways of
Working

Are people informed and equipped to
work effectively in their workplace?
Have new ways of working been agreed
and communicated:
●
Operating hours, or staggered
shifts
●
Measures to ensure everyone's
safety
●
Response plans for cases in place
●
Help and support available?
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Return to the Office Guidance
Key milestones to providing assurance
Step 2

Step 1

Employer’s Risk
Assessment
❏

❏

❏

Step 3

Property-Related Risk
Assessment

Undertake risk
❏
assessments and set out
the mitigations you will
introduce to ensure a
safe environment
❏
Consult with your
employees to determine
who can come into the
workplace safely
Personal circumstances ❏
should also be
considered as part of the
assessment.

Consider a safe
occupancy level in
poorly ventilated
areas
Identify adjustments
required for working
and moving around
office spaces.
Confirm statutory
compliance in place.

Step 4

Supply Chain
Assurance
❏
❏

❏

Are your key
suppliers at risk?
Do you have a
secure supply of
consumables?
Can your key
partners resource to
deliver safely and
appropriately?

Step 5

People Policies
Communicated

Physical Security
Assessment
❏

Confirm
appropriateness of
current measures
whilst considering
hygiene and safety
measures.

❏

❏

Step 6

Publish Risk Assessment
results

❏
Do your people
understand the risks
identified and how
to work safely in
your buildings?
Line managers
should use the CIRI
tool during
conversations with
their employees to
identify and mitigate
their individual risk
factors or concerns.

Confirmation of the
Employer’s assurance
that all reasonable
measures to ensure
that the workplace is
safe have been taken.

TAKEAWAY: Employers must assure themselves that they have taken all reasonable steps to mitigate workplace risks posed by COVID-19, to enable
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publication of their Employer Risk Assessment results.

Considerations for ensuring your Department is ready for a return to the office

1

2

Building assurance & safe occupancy
❏
Have all statutory PPMs been carried out on your building?
❏
Is there adequate ventilation; and have you identified poorly ventilated spaces?
❏
Have you appointed single points of contact for Incident control?
❏
Have you reviewed evacuation procedures?
Soft Services, Supplies and Consumables
❏
Can your service provider support an increase in occupation?
❏
Is there an adequate cleaning regime in place?
❏
Does your service provider have a sustainable supply chain?
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Measures for reducing contact and best practice
❏
Have you marked out areas where employees may have to queue and layouts for communal areas?,
❏
If applicable, have you signposted how many staff can be accommodated in each meeting room?
❏
If applicable, have you signposted which desks and seating areas can be used across the building?
❏
If your risk assessment and/or public health guidance has identified a need for PPE, have you issued appropriate equipment to the relevant people?
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Sustained virus transmission control
❏
Does your service provider have a sustainable supply chain?
❏
Have you provided hand hygiene stations as appropriate throughout the building?
❏
Have housekeeping routines been increased?
❏
Do you have a cleaning team available to respond appropriately to COVID-19 incidents?
❏
Have you communicated guidance to staff, for example clear desk policies and the drying out of sports clothing?
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Soft Services staff
❏
Has your service provider assessed their workforce, identifying those at higher risk of serious illness from COVID-19?
❏
Has your service provider recruited to appropriate staffing levels and provided all necessary training to support increased occupancy?
❏
Has your service provider carried out a risk assessment to promote safe working in a COVID-19 environment for its own employees?
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Risk Assessment (RA)
All decisions to return to the office should be based upon a series of risk assessments that enable the employing departments to
meet their health & safety obligations, and meet the workplace guidance published by BEIS.
Risk Assessments will be of particular use in developing confidence among staff and must be developed in consultation with trade
unions and/or employees, and H&S teams.
❏ Employer’s Risk Assessment
❏ Property-Related Risk Assessment
❏ COVID-19 Individual Risk Indicator (CIRI) tool, which takes account of the employee's personal risk factors
❏ Workplace Incident Framework - or appropriate agreed protocols for responding to COVID-19 incidents (to be embedded
within both RAs).
The following slides will help employers assess if the necessary steps have been taken in regard to work activities, communications
with employees, building maintenance and compliance.

Risk assessments should be completed with the key points for Working Safely During COVID-19:
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

1. Employees can return to the workplace if steps to prevent COVID-19 transmission are followed
2. Carry out a COVID-19 risk assessment, in consultation with employees and/or trade unions, and health &
safety representatives.
3. Identify safety measures to reduce the risk of transmission.
4. Identify any poorly ventilated spaces and take steps to improve fresh air flow in these areas
5. Reinforce cleaning processes

TAKEAWAY:. Employers should complete their own risk assessment to provide assurance that appropriate measures are in place. The Employer’s risk assessment should take
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account of any risks of transmission identified in the Property-Related RA.
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Risk Assessment Example Templates
Specifies
Demand

Employer’s Risk
Assessment

Enabling
Assessment

Following the Return
to the Office

Property
Related Risk
Assessment

Workplace
Incident
Framework
Departments should agree
protocols for responding to
COVID-19 incidents

Point of Return
TAKEAWAY: Employer’s Risk Assessment should be developed in consultation with Trade Unions and/or employees, and H&S teams. The results, and how employers are
9
managing the risks, should be published on internal- and external-facing websites.
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Risk Assessment Considerations (RA)
Employer’s RA

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

Who is in scope to return to the office?
COVID-19 Individual Risk Indicator (CIRI) tool
Equality considerations
Safety measures to reduce the risk of
transmission.
Personal responsibility of employees
Dealing with self-isolation/absence through
illness
Working patterns
First Aid provision (incl. recommended
equipment)
A COVID-19 outbreak plan, including a single
point of contact, where possible, who should
lead on contacting local Public Health teams
Is it consistent with the Property-Related Risk
Assessment?

To be completed, after TU consultation, and
approved at appropriate level.

Property-Related RA

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Adequate cleaning regimes
Maintenance
Ventilation systems
Handwashing
Fire Safety
Safety measures to reduce the risk of
transmission in communal areas.
Wellbeing

Civil Service HR COVID-19 Workplace
Incident Framework (to be embedded in
Employer & Property RA)
●

●
●
●

●
●
●

To be completed by the local
facilities/building manager.

Action to be taken when a suspected
or confirmed case of COVID-19 is
discovered in the office environment.
Who might be affected?
Controls
Appropriate cleaning regimes proactive, reactive, hygiene as well as
routine
Handwashing
Personal Protective Equipment
Departments should work with their
recognised trade unions, and their
health and safety teams to agree a
framework for handling workplace
outbreaks that met their specific
needs

To be completed by the relevant
Competent person and approved at
Director level.
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Communications Guidance
● For information on framework suppliers who are able to design and print
a range of poster formats, including self-standing items, please contact
info@crowncommercial.gov.uk
● The CPNI has also produced a suite of free and editable (software
required) communication and behaviours material. Departments can
decide if they are appropriate for their specific needs and download the
artwork to arrange their own printing
●
Consideration should be given to:
● Visual prompting and signage, with particular focus on: toilets, lifts,
entrances, common areas, catering
● Promote regular and thorough handwashing; good respiratory hygiene
● Security Products & Signage
● Safe commuting signposting
● Further resources are available from Public Health England, Public
Health Wales, and Health Protection Scotland.

Images for illustration purposes only
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Annexes - Practical examples and information to support your planning
Examples and Templates

Annex B: Example Employer Risk Assessment
Annex C: Example Property-Related Risk Assessment
Annex E: Workplace Incident Framework
Annex F: Essential Minimum Services guidance
Annex G: Example Cleaning Inspection checklist
Annex L: Example DfE animation for employees
returning to the building
● Annex M: Example DfE poster “Return to Offices”
●
●
●
●
●
●

Guidance and Advice

● HSE guidance on air conditioning and ventilation
during the coronavirus outbreak
● REHVA COVID-19 Guidance
● Chartered Institution of Building Services
Engineers - COVID-19 AND HVAC Systems
● Annex 1: COVID-19 Ventilation Guidance by
DEFRA Property Group
● Annex 2: Ventilation decision tree
● Annex 3: Smarter Working: Reflective Change
booklet
● Annex 4: A Guide to Accessible Virtual Meetings
● Annex 5: GPA’s Hybrid Approach for Smarter
Working
● BEIS UK Workplace Guidance
● Public Health England latest advice
● HSE COVID-19 Guidance (including First Aid)
● Create a coronavirus NHS QR code for your
venue
● COVID-secure guidelines and hearing loss
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